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LEGAL REPRESSION OF POLITICAL CORRUPTION 

BY MR. FRANCIS E. McGOVERN 

District Attorney, Milwaukee, Wis. 

Of the entire field of crime involving political corruption only a 
remote corner, that of its legal repression, has been assigned to me 
for discussion here. For this reason, before entering upon the con- 
sideration of my theme, it will be serviceable, I believe, briefly to 
state the nature of the thing sought to be suppressed. 

Political corruption is not simply dishonesty in the public service; 
neither is it merely a phase of crime in general, nor even of crime 
committed by those who hold public office. The dishonest and the 
criminally inclined, like the poor, we shall have with us always. 
Political corruption, however, is a transient phenomenon, especially 
characteristic, so far as this country is concerned, of the last ten years. 
Like financial crises and periods of business depression it has come 
and gone quite independently of the moral factors constituting corn- 
mon honesty or ordinary respect for law. Its advent in any com- 
munity is marked by the commission of bribery, extortion and crim- 
inal conspiracies to defraud the public, without a corresponding 
increase in other and unrelated crimes. Its going, likewise, is accom- 
panied by no abatement in the usual grist of larcenies, burglaries and 
murder. It is, indeed, a unique and highly complex thing; an insti- 
tution, if you please, rather than a condition of society or a temper 
or tendency of any class of individuals. 

Not merely dishonesty, therefore, not merely crime, but dishonesty 
and crime systemized, reduced to a science, practiced not as an occa- 
sional offense, but as a daily occupation by men in office and others 
out of office who have banded together to enrich themselves by de- 
bauching their government and corrupting its servants; -this is the 
central, striking, characteristic feature of political corruption. It is 
not a case of a bribe given or taken today and another next week, with 
no connection between the two offenses; it is bribery organized into a 
profession and followed as a steady means of livelihood. Every- 
where, whether in Harrisburg or San Francisco, in St. Louis or Milwau- 
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kee, the procedure is the same. Only the size of the bribe fund varies. 
The methods employed are everywhere alike. Upon the inside a ring 
of public officials who compose a majority of the common council, 
county board or State legislature, as the case may be, and upon the 
outside a band of corrupt capitalists and business men, and dom- 
inant over all a political boss assisted by flying squads of trained 
and experienced lobbyists drilled in the business of collecting cor- 
ruption funds from the bribe-givers and distributing them among the 
bribe-takers who compose the ring. 

As no single cause has called this institution into existence, so no 
remedy alone will completely eradicate it. Education, moral suasion, 
enlightened political action directed against it-all these and others 
are effective cures within certain limitations. But without legal 
repression to break the ground and pave the way for them these 
remedies have nowhere proved successful. General denunciation of 
graft is safe, but ordinarily quite ineffectual. Specific denunciation 
of political corruption is never safe unless it be either accompanied 
or preceded by successful prosecution of the individual denounced. 
Besides, scolding never pays, never reforms; while even to the dullest 
mind prison stripes inculcate the appropriate moral lesson. 

In the work of putting corruptionists behind prison bars the first 
and most indispensable requirement is an honest grand jury. With- 
out the assistance of such an agency political corruption has no where 
been successfully exposed. Whether in St. Louis, Minneapolis, Mil- 
waukee, Grand Rapids, Green Bay, Boston, Buffalo, Pittsburg, 
Harrisburg or San Francisco, the story is everywhere the same. 
Whatever in this respect has been done anywhere, the grand jury 
has accomplished. 

Nor is the reason why this should be so difficult to perceive. 
Wherever criminal actions may be begun by the filing of informa- 
tions as well as by indictments, as is the rule now in many States, 
the prosecution of ordinary crimes does not require the intervention 
of a grand jury. In larceny, embezzlement, burglary and murder, 
in addition to the public wrong which constitutes the gist of the 
offense, there is also a private injury, peculiar to the person whose 
property has been stolen or embezzled, whose house has been broken 
into, or whose relative has been killed, as the case may be; and as 
a rule the one who suffers this private injury will see to it that the 
machinery of justice is set in motion and the crime punished. 

This is not so, however, in the case of bribery and other offenses 
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involving corrupt conduct upon the part of public officials. Here no 
one in particular suffers an injury peculiar to himself or different 
from that sustained in common by all persons living in the same com- 
munity. The injury is inflicted upon the community as a whole; and 
here as elsewhere, the maxim holds true: " What is every one's bus- 
iness is no one's business." No one as a rule is willing to take upon 
his own shoulders the responsibility of beginning the prosecution 
of such a crime. To start the wheels of justice moving some one or 
some body of men who represent the interest and the welfare of the 
entire community must act. The grand jury, an institution more 
venerable than the common law, as old, indeed, almost as civiliza- 
tion itself, is the means provided for the discovery of this species of 
crime. Through the grand jury the law of the State speaks in the 
name of the whole people, impartially denouncing crime wherever it 
may be found, vindicating innocence wherever it exists and defend- 
ing the liberties of the people from all unjust attack. 

Not only is the grand jury charged with the special duty of accus- 
ing those who have directly wronged the public, but it also has at its 
disposal the means for properly accomplishing this work. Without 
stating its reasons or outlining its purposes, it may compel the attend- 
ance of witnesses and the production of books and documents. It 
meets in secret and usually enjoins secrecy also upon all who appear 
to testify before it. Thus its action cannot easily be anticipated, 
influenced, forestalled or frustrated, as proceedings before an exam- 
ining magistrate may be; for secrecy of procedure is the one essential 
prerequisite to the obtaining of legal evidence of this species of crime. 

Second only in importance to the employment of grand juries as 
a legal agency for the repression of political corruption is the assist- 
ance furnished by immunity laws. Such statutes have been devised 
as substitutes for the constitutional privilege against compulsory self- 
incrimination, and while fulfilling this legal requirement also com- 
pel the disclosure of evidence of crime which otherwise would go 
unpunished. 

Bribery, which is by far the most frequent offense involving polit- 
ical corruption, is essentially a crime of darkness. As a rule but two 
persons have knowledge of it, the bribe-giver and the bribe-taker. 
Of disinterested spectators there are none. Instead, the parties to 
a bribery transaction contrive to meet in secret, there arrange the 
details of their compact in private and leave behind no record or 
memorandum of it. Each is equally guilty, and each has the strong- 
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ently of the verdict of the twelve men who happened to sit as jurors 
in the case. And, after all, the breaking up of a vicious system and 
the elevation of the standard of official honesty, not the punish- 
ment of any man or set of men, are the important things. 

In like manner great good may be accomplished and a real victory 
for honest government won, wherever official misconduct is even 
fairly, impartially and fearlessly charged with crime. In a country 
such as ours, public opinion is unquestionably a mighty force. Any- 
thing which goes to mold it by arousing public attention and direct- 
ing public thought to specific wrongs which threaten the State, is of 
the highest significance and value. The average person, moreover, 
who commits bribery, or any of the crimes which involve political 
corruption, suffers quite as much punishment as a conviction can 
impose before his case is even called for trial. Exposure and dis- 
grace, the deserved estrangement of old time friends, the inevit- 
able and almost unconscious suspicion of even his nearest kindred, 
his own remorse, heightened and intensified a hundred fold because 
of an awakened public conscience-these are the things, more than 
prison stripes, which strike deepest into the heart and most mortally 
wound the pride of the average man who has risen in business or 
official station sufficiently high to have an opportunity or a motive 
for the commission of this species of crime. 

I speak now, of course, only of those who, though guilty in fact, 
cannot be or have not been convicted. That there are many such no 
well informed person can doubt. Manifestly the great danger here, 
however, is that innocent men may be unjustly accused under cir- 
cumstances which make it very difficult, if not impossible, for them 
completely to vindicate themselves. In such cases great and even 
irreparable harm may be done. The only safeguard against this 
possibility is the exercise of caution and sound judgment, equal 
care at all times for the rights of the accused and the State, and the 
prosecution of no one for a merely technical offense in which there 
is not also moral turpitude. 

In the work of prosecuting these quasi-political offenders serious 
obstacles, of course, are encountered at every turn. From the begin- 
ning to the end, not only of each case, but of each campaign against 
official dishonesty, they line the road at almost every point. 

First in order of treatment, though possibly not Qf importance, is 
incompetence, timidity and disloyalty on the part of prosecuting 
officers. An illustration of what I mean was recently furnished in 
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this State in a case where a district attorney was removed from office 
by the governor because of his refusal to prosecute indictments for 
bribery which had been returned by the grand jury of his county. 
Fortunately instances of this kind are rare. But when they occur 
the gravity of the situation needs no comment. If the man who 
must bear the chief burden of this work is not equipped or lacks 
relish for his task, little indeed can be expected in the way of accom- 
plishment. 

Next and more important among these obstacles are weak and 
perverse juries, both grand and petit. Some trial juries seem to be 
immune to evidence of crimes involving official dishonesty and refuse 
to convict no matter how overwhelming the proof of guilt may be. 
Not to be outdone, grand juries have likewise refused to indict, al- 
though abundant evidence to warrant such action was submitted 
to them. It is matter of current history that the law relating to 
the manner of selecting grand jurors in this State was recently changed 
because it was found, at least in some localities, that grand jurors 
selected in the old way by aldermen and supervisers would not do 
their duty. 

Unfit jurors are attributable principally to two causes: lack of 
care, judgment, honesty and discrimination upon the part of those 
who make up the lists and the disinclination of good men, when 
selected, to serve. The latter cause is constantly operative. It is a 
familiar scene upon the first day of each term of court to see the 
strongest and most capable men upon the panel file up, one at a time, 
before the judge to present their reasons, good, bad and indifferent, 
why they should be excused from jury duty, and to witness the best 
material thus melt away under the kindly, good-natured, and obliging 
disposition of the judge. 

The witnesses called by the prosecution in actions involving polit- 
ical corruption often sympathize more with the defense than with the 
State and their disposition whenever possible to suppress evidence, 
distort facts and suggest defensive matter is another obstacle to the 
successful prosecution of this class of cases. At the trial it is not 
unusual indeed to find the State's principal witness in league with the 
accused and willing to tell the truth only so far as he may be com- 
pelled to do so under fear of prosecution for perjury. 

Erroneous rulings prejudicial to the State made by trial judges upon 
matters of law constitute another serious impediment to the success- 
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est motive, therefore, for concealing the crime. In the absence of 
an immunity statute, for either to disclose the transaction may result 
in his own prosecution; for in such case his admission of guilt can 
be used against him, while as to his partner in crime it would be mere 
hearsay, not evidence. Under these circumstances thepunishment 
of this and kindred offenses has often been placed practically beyond 
the power of the law. 

To meet this situation and to enable those charged with the enforce- 
ment of penal statutes to cope with crime of the sort here under con- 
sideration, immunity laws have been enacted. If it be said that it is 
unjust that bribe-givers should be permitted to go free while bribe- 
takers are sent to prison, or vice versa, the answer is, that it is better 
that one of two guilty persons should be given immunity than that 
both should escape prosecution, and a crime which strikes at the very 
foundation of free institutions should go entirely unwhipped of justice. 

Favoritism has no place in the administration of such a law and is 
not a constituent element of it. Like the principle of self-defense, 
the immunity idea is based on the law of necessity and can never be 
justifiably invoked where sufficient evidence may be obtained without 
resorting to it. In the practical administration of this law, those 
who first tender evidence of offenses, such as are here under consider- 
ation, will ordinarily receive immunity from prosecution for their 
part in the transaction, simply because their proffer is first in point of 
time. Should two witnesses to the same transaction offer to turn 
State's evidence at the same time, as has occurred, an interesting race 
for the grand jury room is assured. Even in such a case, however, no 
serious difficulty can arise. The principal offender should be pros- 
cuted and his victim given immunity upon testifying as required by 
law. Nor will the fact that one of these persons is a bribe-giver and 
the other a bribe-taker be of any significance or assistance in solving 
the problem. In one case, the bribe-giver may be the chief offender, 
and the bribe-taker one who, though fairly honest, has been tempted 
beyond his power of resistance. In another case, the bribe-taker 
may be the principal felon and the bribe-giver a business man of ordi- 
nary honesty who submitted to the exactions of those in power very 
much as the solitary, unarmed traveler submits to the demands of a 
highwayman. Questions such as these afford no legitimate place for 
dogmatism or theorizing. Each case must be considered and dealt 
with upon its own peculiar facts and circumstances. 

Effective as the immunity law thus is as a weapon in the hands of 
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those engaged in the prosecution of official misconduct, it is even more 
powerful as a preventive of this species of crime. Wherever a statute 
of this sort exists, every person who plans or contemplates the com- 
mission of bribery is charged with notice that as soon as he attempts 
to put his unlawful intention into execution he will have placed him- 
self at the mercy of his accomplice, who may at any time safely 
turn about and expose him. This consideration alone justifies the 
enactment of immunity laws, and well illustrates in this modern 
field of jurisprudence the wisdom of the ancient maxim, "an ounce 
of prevention is worth a pound of cure." 

Provided with an honest grand jury and armed with an immunity 
law, any community can, if it will, root out and expose political cor- 
ruption so far as legal agencies are capable of uncovering and arraign- 
ing at the bar of justice crime of any sort. But the conviction and 
punishment of those arraigned is a far more difficult task. 

This is so from the very nature of the case. In bribery, for exam- 
ple, the testimony of the accomplice or partner in crime, when clear 
and convincing, is always sufficient for indictment, but may prove 
inadequate at the trial. The defendant, whether guilty or innocent, 
can, if he will, oppose his oath to that of his accuser as to every 
material circumstance in the case and summon to his assistance from 
among his friends the full complement of witnesses who will swear 
to his former good character and unspotted reputation. It is true 
that sometimes there may be additional corroborative facts upon the 
side of the prosecution; but ordinarily the case will go to the jury upon 
the oath of the State's principal witness, in opposition to that of the 
accused. The situation of this witness, moreover, is not above criti- 
cism, nor can his credibility be placed beyond question. Of neces- 
sity he is a self-confessed criminal, whom, if his testimony be true, 
the immunity law alone keeps outside of prison bars. Then, too, 
there are always the presumption as to the defendant's innocence 
and the burden of proof resting upon the State to establish his guilt 
beyond a reasonable doubt. Under these circumstances is it strange 
that in many cases where good people are well satisfied there was 
guilt there should be acquittals at the close of jury trials? 

In such cases, however, the mere fact of prosecution is not without 
significance. Though ultimately unsuccessful a public trial may have 
accomplished all or nearly all that a conviction could. Here the 
facts are laid bare beneath the eye of the whole community, and 
public opinion draws its inferences from such facts quite independ- 
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ful prosecution of these offenses. In this class of cases legal tech- 
nicalities invariably assume formidable proportions. The plain, 
ordinary, unofficial crook who steals in the old-fashioned way when 
no one is looking, and not by securing the passage of a resolution 
through the county board or common council or a bill through the 
State legislature, when charged with crime usually comes into court, 
pleads not guilty to the information, and goes to trial upon the merits 
in the court where he is arraigned. 

Not so with the suspected grafter. He usually begins battle with 
the State by filing an affidavit of prejudice against the presiding 
judge. This, of necessity, will compel a change of venue to another 
court, and will occasion delay, sometimes a delay of many months. 
When the case is finally called for trial in the court to which it has 
been sent his usual practice is to file a plea in abatement, in which 
the existence and regularity of almost anything under the sun, no 
matter how remotely connected with the indictment, may be chal- 
lenged. If this plea be ruled against him, he will demur. If the 
demurrer be over-ruled, he will next interpose a motion to quash the 
indictment. If this be denied, he will then file a special plea in bar. 
If beaten upon this issue also, he will reluctantly plead to the merits, 
and if convicted will promptly obtain a stay of execution for the pur- 
pose of enabling him to appeal the case to the supreme court. Thus 
the trial upon the merits may be the smallest part, and often is the 
least interesting proceeding connected with the whole case. 

Needless to say, the attorneys who represent defendants in these 
cases are among the leaders at the bar. No money, no effort, no 
ingenuity will be spared to save the least of these distinguished gentle- 
men from merited punishment; for, no matter how poor or humble or 
insignificant the individual grafter may be, back of him stands the 
whole body of corruptionists, the political boss and the special busi- 
ness interests he represents, all of whom have waxed fat by means of 
the grafter's knavery. 

Every one of these dilatory pleas involves delay, and delay usually 
weakens the State's case. Undoubtedly it is often with this object 
in view that resort is had to them. 

Upon any one of these questions the trial judge, if he be weak or 
partial to the accused, may make a ruling which will then and there 
end the prosecution forever. For, as a rule, the State has no right 
of appeal in criminal cases. If it had this right, as it should, weak and 
vacilating judges would no longer resolve every doubt against the 
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State, in order thereby to avoid reversals in the supreme court and so 
keep their records clear. 

By no means least important in the catalogue of obstacles to the 
successful accomplishment of the work here under consideration is 
the senseless rule at present recognized by a great majority of appel- 
late courts in this country upon the subject of new trials. An English 
critic of American institutions in a recent article very succinctly 
and truthfully states the case against us as follows: 

The criminal procedure of America today is very much as ours was 
in the time of the Stuarts. It is hopelessly entangled in technicalities, 
and neglects justice and common sense to chase after an impossible 
infallibility of form. In a criminal case, as it is conducted across the 
Atlantic, it is not the prisoner in the dock, but the judge on the 
bench who is really on trial. The counsel on both sides polish up a 
thousand little points of pleading and practice and evidence, and 
fire them off at the judge, who has to decide them offhand. If he 
falls into a single error, no matter how trivial or how far removed 
from the question of the guilt or innocence of the accused, the appel- 
late court will order a new trial of the case almost automatically. 

A few courts of last resort in this country have adopted another 
and more rational view. By them new trials are granted only 
where the substantial rights of the accused have been so violated as to 
make it reasonably clear that a fair trial was not had. They seek 
first to ascertain from the evidence whether the defendant is inno- 
cent or guilty. This, not subtle refinements of pleading and practice, 
is made the vital question. If his guilt is clear, alleged errors not 
affecting his substantial rights will be unceremoniously brushed aside. 

Moreover, even supreme court judges sometimes become extremely 
partisan. It is interesting now to turn back to the opinions written 
in bribery cases when the present crusade against political corruption 
was only just begun. Passing by the Tweed case in New York and 
the Butler case in St. Louis-monuments both to the bad law which 
such partisanship may promulgate in order to protect a political 
favorite or save from prison a party boss-let a single instance suffice. 
In the Meysenburg case (71 S. W., 229) decided five years ago by 
the supreme court of Missouri the majority opinion savagely attacked 
Mr. Folk. Almost everything he did in the conduct of that case in 
the court below was reviewed and criticised, and the opinion then 
concluded with the following stump speech: 

This record abounds at every turn with errors committed, but none 
of them, however, in favor of defendant. It would fill a volume 
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properly to note and comment upon them. It will not be attempted. 
Those already mentioned must be taken as indices of the rest. But 
I will say this for the record at bar-that it occupies the bad pre- 
eminence of holding a larger number of errors than any other record 
in a criminal case I ever before examined, and that, if this record 
exhibits a sample of a fair trial, then let justice hereafter be symbol- 
ized by something other than the blind goddess with sword and 
scales. 

Decisions such as these by courts of last resort, based now upon 
partisan bias and again upon technicality and legal hair-splitting to 
the utter disregard of the claims of justice and the suggestions of 
common sense, are specially vicious in their far-reaching effect upon 
trial judges. Intimidated by them, cautious men upon trial benches 
too often become dwarfed in function and paralyzed in judgment 
until they are mere "umpires at the game of litigation." 

Another obstacle to reform along the lines here proposed is hostile 
public sentiment. All men are opposed to dishonesty in the abstract 
and are willing to applaud an assault upon it undertaken in another 
city, county or State. But it makes a world of difference whose ox 
is gored. Outside of St. Louis the whole country approved Mr. Folk's 
conduct as circuit attorney; but had he, upon the record thus uni- 
versally applauded, sought renomination and reelection to that office, 
it is safe to say that the voters of St. Louis would have overwhelm- 
ingly and enthusiastically defeated him. The treatment his can- 
didacy for governor received there shows this. Mr. Henry once told 
a Los Angeles audience that when he was engaged in prosecuting 
timber and land thieves in Oregon he came to visit his old home in 
San Francisco and found the whole city back of him in his work. 
But when he came to San Francisco and began his campaign 
there against graft, only a divided city was back of him. And it is 
so everywhere. Reform of ourselves or of our city is seldom either 
pleasant or popular. Besides, to assail political corruption, no mat- 
ter where, is to throw down the gauntlet to the most powerful polit- 
ical and financial influences. It is only natural that these forces 
should resist the assault with all the power at their command and 
should even assume the offensive and in turn make war upon the 
agencies of the law engaged in the task of enforcing its penalties 
against them. Thus, venal newspapers will be enlisted in the con- 
test and an undercurrent of hostile sentiment will be started, which, 
sooner or later, will manifest itself in mis-trials, perverse verdicts, 
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adverse rulings by trial judges and indefensible decisions by courts of 
last resort. 

Notwithstanding all these difficulties, however, political corruption 
may be repressed by legal means. Recent history proves this. To 
doubt that in the future this history will be repeated is to doubt the 
permanency of free institutions and the capacity of a free people for 
self-government. 
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